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Artificial ducts caused by HF heating of the ionosphere by HAARP
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[1] We report on satellite observations of plasma density enhancements (ducts) in the
topside ionosphere during four HAARP/BRIOCHE campaigns during 2009–2010.
Artificial ducts, caused by high-power HF radio wave injections from the HAARP
transmitter toward the magnetic zenith, are detected by the DEMETER and DMSP
satellites on a regular basis when there is a perceptible ionospheric F2 peak density.
Overall, the plasma density enhancements detected between 0930 and 1230 LT varied from
3–13%, while those during 1730–2215 LT were typically 15–40%. We also used a
modified SAMI2 model to study the artificial ducts’ mechanism driven by HF electron
heating in the bottomside F2 region. The heating builds up the plasma pressure, thus
pushing plasma along the magnetic field. The simulation results performed for the input
parameters similar to the conditions of the heating experiments are in fair agreement with
the pertinent observations. The ducts seem to be produced most efficiently for heating
frequencies quite close to the critical frequency foF2.
Citation: Vartanyan, A., G. M. Milikh, E. Mishin, M. Parrot, I. Galkin, B. Reinisch, J. Huba, G. Joyce, and K. Papadopoulos
(2012), Artificial ducts caused by HF heating of the ionosphere by HAARP, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A10307,
doi:10.1029/2012JA017563.

1. Introduction
[2] Field-aligned density enhancements (ducts) with km or
longer length-scale can guide whistler waves along the
geomagnetic field B0 [Streltsov et al., 2007]. Whistler waves
generated by lighting discharges or very low frequency
(VLF) transmitters, guided by such ducts into the magnetosphere, are known to play an important role on the radiation
belts’ dynamics [e.g., Koons, 1989; Carpenter et al., 2002].
Recently, Milikh et al. [2008] and Frolov et al. [2008] reported
Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from
Earthquake Regions (DEMETER) and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite observations of
artificial ducts in the topside ionosphere during ionospheric
modification experiments at the High-frequency Active
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Auroral Research Program (HAARP) and the Sura heating
facilities. The physics of duct formation involves highfrequency (HF) heating of the bottomside F region of the
ionosphere, followed by plasma outflow along the magnetic
field lines [e.g., Perrine et al., 2006; Milikh et al., 2010a].
Such outflows were detected by the EISCAT Incoherent
Scatter Radar (ISR) during heating experiments using the
EISCAT heater at Tromsø [Rietveld et al., 2003], and by the
DMSP satellites [Milikh et al., 2010b]. In our earlier papers
[Milikh et al., 2008; Milikh and Vartanyan, 2010] we presented the first observations of ducts produced by HAARP
and detected by DEMETER during 2007–2008 experiments.
Those observations along with similar observations made
during SURA/DEMETER experiments [Frolov et al., 2008]
showed feasibility of artificial duct formation by ionospheric
HF heating and thus stimulated extensive research efforts.
[3] It is the objective of this paper to present the results of a
recent systematic study of the physics controlling the formation
of artificial ionospheric ducts. In this study the ducts were
driven by F region heating using the HAARP Ionospheric
Research Instrument (IRI) and diagnosed by overflying
satellites, the HAARP Digisonde, and a coherent radar
located at Kodiak Island. The observations were compared
with the predictions of a numerical model based on the
modified SAMI2 code.
[4] The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the conduct of the experiments, including the diagnostic
instrumentation, and also presents the key experimental
results. Section 3 describes the modified SAMI2 model and
compares its predictions to the observations. The final section,
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Table 1. A Summary of Relevant Information for Each Heating Experimenta
Satellite/ Date

Heating Time
(UT)

fH (MHz)/h (km)

f0F2 (MHz)/ hmF2 (km)

DR (km)/LEW (km)

DVi
(m/s)

Dni/n0i
(%)

Kodiak

AL
(nT)

DEMETER 10/16/09
DEMETER 10/19/09
DEMETER 10/21/09
DMSP F15 02/04/10
DMSP F16 02/09/10
DMSP F16 02/10/10
DEMETER 02/10/10
DMSP F15 02/11/10
DEMETER 06/17/10
DMSP F16 06/19/10
DMSP F18 06/24/10
DMSP F16 06/26/10
DEMETER 10/28/10
DMSP F15 10/31/10
DMSP F16 11/01/10
DEMETER 11/04/10
DMSP F15 11/07/10
DEMETER 11/07/10
DEMETER 11/09/10
DMSP F16 11/10/10

20:15–20:45
20:00–20:30
06:15–06.30
2:10–2:29
17:40–17:59
03:30–03:50
20:15–20:34
02:00–02:19
20:15–20:35
3:20–3:40
18:45–19:00
17.25–17:45
19:55–20:15
01:45–01:50
17:25–17:45
20:10–20:30
01:32–01:44
20:05–20:25
06:05–06:25
03:20–03:40

5.1 (CW)
5.4
2.8 (CW)
4.0
2.8/200
2.85/220
4.25
4.25 (CW)
2.85/150
2.85/150
5.2
4.3
5.5 (CW)
5.6 (CW)
4.1
5.4 (CW)
5.05 (CW)
6.5 (CW)
2.8 (CW)
2.85 (CW)

5.0–5.1/210
5.4–5.8/200
2.0/210
4.0/240
3.4/240
3.6/250
5.2–5.5/210
4.9/230
4.0–4.5/180
4.2–4.5/220
4.1–5.2/180
4.0–4.4/220
5.2–5.9/220
5.3/230
3.7–4.1/230
5.1/220
4.7–5.7/240
6.5–7.0/220
1.8/310
3.0/230

69/32
27/28
27/58
45/46
65/55
10/60
40/39
25/41
141/40
54/40
76/27
56/40
28/30
66/31
87/43
151/31
30/38
56/26
46/85
96/62

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
300
70
250
N.A.
80
N.A.
20
50
30
N.A.
70
55
N.A.
100
N.A.
N.A.
270

11
5
21
30
8
40
3
8
5
3
4
5
8
5
6
5
15
13
22
75

Strong reflection
Moderate reflection
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Weak reflection
N.A.
Strong reflection
Strong reflection
N.A.
Strong reflection
Strong reflection
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

10
20
3
5
3
5
100
15
250
40
50
250
100
2
10
3
4
200
120
10

a
The columns (from left to right) are: name of satellite and date of experiment; time of heating; HF heating frequency (fH) and reflection height
h (the absence of h in the table means that h = hmF2); F2-peak frequency (f0F2) and F2-peak height (hmF2); distance of the closest approach to the
HAARP MZ (DR) and E-W full-width-half-maximum size of the heated spot (LEW); upward change in ion velocity measured by satellite (DVi);
relative ion density perturbation in the duct measured by satellite (Dni/n0i ); Kodiak observations of wave reflections; Geomagnetic Auroral Electrojet
(AL index).

Section 4, discusses the implications of the work and future
experimental efforts.

2. Experimental Observations
[5] Four experimental campaigns were conducted at
HAARP, during the period from October 2009 to November
2010. In all of these campaigns the HAARP HF heater
operated at the maximum 3.6 megawatt (MW) power
available, O-mode polarization, and the beam directed along
the HAARP magnetic zenith (MZ). The HF heating frequency was chosen in such way that it either matched the
ionospheric critical frequency (foF2) or coincided with the
second electron gyro harmonic (2.8 MHz). The former frequency was used for daytime ionospheric heating, while the
latter frequency was used during nighttime to effectively
pump ionospheric turbulence. The modified ionosphere was
sensed by instruments aboard the DEMETER microsatellite
and by the DMSP satellites available at the time of the
experiment. The satellite observations were complemented
by ground based diagnostics provided by the HAARP
Digisonde and the Kodiak radar.
2.1. Ionospheric Diagnostics Used in the Experiments
[6] The French microsatellite DEMETER, which was in
operation till December 2010, follows a circular (670 km
altitude) sun-synchronous polar orbit. DEMETER flies over
HAARP two times a day, during nighttime at 6–7 UT (22–
23 LT), and during daytime at 20–21 UT (12–13 LT). The
distance between the satellite and the HAARP MZ varies
from about 10 km–500 km due to orbit precession. Since
we are interested in close overflies of less than 100 km from
the HAARP MZ, the number of useful orbits is limited to
approximately 1–2 per week. Throughout the study we have
used DEMETER’s Plasma Analyzer Instrument (Instrument
Analyseur de Plasma, IAP) and Langmuir Probe Instrument

(Instrument Sonde de Langmuir, ISL) as topside diagnostic
tools. At the time of our experiments, DEMETER’s instruments were operated in “burst” mode, allowing a sampling
rate of 0.43 Hz for the IAP and 1 Hz for the ISL.
[7] The DMSP satellites fly in circular (840 km altitude)
sun-synchronous polar orbits. Although less sensitive than
DEMETER, the constellation of DMSP satellites provides
HAARP overfly coverage of a few times a day. Restriction
of overflies to within 100 km of the HAARP MZ limits
the number of useful orbits to about 4–5 per week. We used
the SSIES suite of sensors that measures the ion densities
and drift motions of ionospheric ions [Rich and Hairston,
1994]. The horizontal (VH) and vertical (VV) components
of the plasma drift velocity have a measurement range of
3 km/s with one-bit resolution of DV = 12 m/s, provided
ni ≥ 5000 cm3. It takes 4 s to sample the ion composition,
while the plasma drift and density are sampled at rates of
6 and 24 Hz, respectively.
[8] The satellite observations were complemented by
ground based diagnostics that include the HAARP Digisonde
and the Kodiak HF coherent radar. The Digisonde provided
a set of ionograms that helped us choose a proper heating
frequency. In addition, during the last three campaigns the
Digisonde operated in the sky map mode. This mode allows
one to obtain directional ionograms by probing several frequencies below and above the heating frequency in a short
amount of time as well as to measure reflections from the
plasma irregularities. The directional ionograms give a rough
estimate of the plasma drift velocities in the bottomside F
region.
2.2. Observational Details
[9] During the last four campaigns we have in total used
about 60 DEMETER and DMSP overflies, which occurred
during different daytime conditions and seasons, as well as
under quiet and perturbed ionospheric conditions. Table 1
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Figure 1. DEMETER observations of the O+ ion density made on (a) 21 October 2009 and (b) 7 November
2010 along its orbit. The multiple scales on the x axis show the time of observations in UT, satellite latitude,
longitude, and L-shell.
shows a summary of relevant information for each heating
experiment that detected artificial ionospheric ducts.
Columns 1–7 of Table 1 are: the date of the experiment and
name of the satellite used; HF heating time; applied heating
frequency (fH) and reflection height h (the absence of h in
the table means that h = hmF2); ionospheric critical frequency (foF2) and critical height (hmF2); the closest approach
to the HAARP MZ (DR) and E-W half-power beam width
at the heating altitude (LEW); the peak change in the fieldaligned ion velocity observed by the satellite (DVi); and
the relative deviation of the ion density in the duct observed
by the satellite (Dni/n0i ). LEW is assumed to be equal to the
size of the heated region. Note that some experiments in
column 3 marked with a “CW” indicate continuous wave
heating, while in the rest of the experiments a square
modulation of the HF wave was used (the modulation frequency ranged from 0.1–0.7 Hz); the average power of the
modulated wave is half that of the CW. In column 6 “N.A”
indicates that the velocity measurement was either unavailable or inconclusive. Table 1 also lists the results of the
ground based observations taken during satellite flyovers.

Namely, the eighth column reveals if reflections of the HF
signals were detected by the Kodiak radar. Here the “strong”
and “moderate” reflection indicate respectively 4–8 and
2–4 dB increase in the reflected signal intensity relative
to that reflected from the ambient ionosphere. All the nighttime experiments in this column are marked by an “N.A.,”
which reflects the fact that the Kodiak radar cannot probe a
weak nighttime ionosphere. Daytime experiments marked
by an “N.A.” indicate that the Kodiak radar was not available at that time. The ninth and final column shows the
Geomagnetic Auroral Electrojet (AL index).
[10] Discussing the observational details of every experiment in Table 1 would be quite extensive, thus we will focus
on only a few representative cases. Figure 1 shows observations made by DEMETER’s IAP along its orbit during
two different experiments. Namely, Figure 1a shows measurements of the O+ ion density made during nighttime on
21 October, 2009. DEMETER’s closest approach to the
HAARP MZ occurred at 0628:08 UT/ 2228:08 LT (marked
by the triangle) and was at a distance of about 27 km.
It should be noted that all latitudes and longitudes presented
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Figure 2. DEMETER observations made on 7 November 2010 showing the (a) electron temperature and
(b) electron density.
in this paper are geographic. A distinct peak (DnO+/n0O+ ≈ 21%)
was detected when overflying the HAARP MZ, presumably
caused by HF heating-induced plasma transport along the
magnetic field. If we define the width of the nO+ peak to be
characterized by the full width at half maximum, we find
that it is approximately 26 s, which corresponds to about
190 km when DEMETER’s orbital speed of 7.5 km/s is
considered. This is twice the size of the HF heated spot
located near the F2 peak at 230 km, where the size of the
HF-heated spot was estimated by taking into account that
the half-power beam width at fH = 2.8 MHz is 20.2 in the
North-South plane (see the “IRI Performance Calculator” at
www.haarp.alaska.edu). It should be noted that in the same
experiment an intense stimulated electromagnetic emission
was detected by DEMETER in the HF range [Milikh et al.,
2011a]. This is an indication of strong ionospheric turbulence due to anomalous absorption near the F2 peak.
[11] Figure 1b shows results of a daytime HAARP/
DEMETER experiment made on 7 November 2010. A dis0
+ ≈ 13%)
tinct narrow peak of the O+ ion density (DnO+/nO
can be seen when overflying the HAARP MZ. Notice that
the peak width is only about 10 s, which corresponds to
75 km, i.e., almost 3 times smaller than that during the
nighttime. We will discuss this effect later on in the paper.

DEMETER’s ISL instrument also detected ionospheric
modification during this experiment; Figure 2 shows the
electron temperature (Figure 2a) and total electron density
(Figure 2b). Despite the Langmuir probe often being too
noisy to be useful at HAARP’s latitude, in this specific case
a fairly distinct peak in electron temperature and density can
be seen. As before, DEMETER’s closest flyby to HAARP’s
MZ is marked by the triangle.
[12] We next discuss the HAARP/F16 DMSP experiments
conducted on 9 February 2010 (Figures 3a and 3b) and
10 November 2010 (Figures 3c and 3d). Figure 3a shows the
total ion density in cm3 (solid line), and the O+ ion density
in cm3 (markers), while Figure 3b shows the upward
field-aligned ion velocity, Vup (m/s); Vup = Vvert/cos(a0),
where Vvert is the vertical ion velocity, and a0 ≈ 14 is the
angle between the vertical and HAARP’s MZ. Similarly,
Figure 3c shows the total and O+ ion densities, while
Figure 3d shows the upward field-aligned ion velocity. The x
axis gives the time (in seconds) measured relative to the time
of the closest approach to the HAARP MZ, Tmz. One can
clearly see distinct ion outflows of the width ≤160 km
(≤20 s) about Tmz, which is of the order of the HF-heated
spot, has a change in field-aligned velocity of about 70 m/s
on 9 February 2010 and 250 m/s on 10 November 2010; the
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Figure 3. Observations made by the F16 DMSP satellite on 9 February 2010 (first column) and
10 November 2010 (second column). (a and c) The total ion density in cm3 (solid trace), and the
O+ ion density in cm3 ( markers). (b and d) The upward field-aligned ion velocity in m/s. The time
(in seconds) is given on the x axis and is centered about Tmz - the time of the closest approach to the
HAARP MZ.
corresponding relative ion density perturbations are about
8% and 75%, respectively. The large relative increase in
density in the latter case can be attributed to the low
ambient density of 2000 cm3 and large change in ion
outflow velocity of 250 m/s compared to the 5500 cm3
and 70 m/s of the former case.
[13] It should be noted that the spatial profile of the ion
outflow is similar to that of the local ion density, namely
they both have a bell shape. This feature can be seen in the
previously mentioned DMSP observations as well as in
Figure 4a, which shows the ion density (top plot) and
velocity (bottom plot) perturbations observed by DMSP F15
on 31 October 2010. Figure 4b shows the corresponding
Kodiak radar observations, which indicate strong reflection
of the radar signals during the HF heating at around 0145 UT.
This is indicative of the fact that turbulence was pumped into
the F region plasma, leading to absorption of the HF wave

power and creation of electron striations which reflect the
radar signals.
[14] As we mentioned above, ground based diagnostics
involve the HAARP Digisonde and the Kodiak radar. The
Digisonde operates in a regular mode producing ionograms
which help us choose a proper heating frequency, and in
skymap mode for carrying out bottomside diagnostics of the
heated region; the topside diagnostics are provided by the
satellites. Figure 5 shows a Doppler skymap made during
the HAARP/DEMETER experiment on 17 June 2010 at
2018:18 UT. The Digisonde uses its echo location capability
to detect reflections of transmitted signals from irregular
plasma structures in the ionosphere, marking the detected
echoes on the skymap plane using their zenith and azimuth
angles of arrival [Reinisch et al., 1998]. The color bar shows
Doppler shift of each radio beam measured along the line of
sight; negative Doppler shifts indicate upward motion.

Figure 4. (a) Ion density/velocity (top and bottom, respectively) and the (b) corresponding Kodiak radar
observations made on 31 October 2010 during the HAARP/F15 experiment.
5 of 11
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Figure 5. Doppler skymap made on 17 June 2010 during a HAARP/DEMETER experiment. The color
bar shows Doppler shift of each radio beam measured along the line of sight with the negative Doppler
shift indicating the upward motion. The ellipse represents HAARP’s half-power angular beam size for
the experiment.
The brown ellipse enclosing the cluster of echoes represents
HAARP’s half-power angular beam size for the experiment.
The Digisonde probe frequency fp in Figure 5 is 3.91 MHz,
well above the heater frequency of fH = 2.85 MHz. This
means that the probing frequency is reflected well above the
height of maximum HF-wave/ionosphere interaction, thus
reducing a possible source of error of the plasma drift calculations. Moreover as observed by Pedersen et al. [2009]
and explained by Mishin and Pedersen [2011], significant
production of ionization occurs due to accelerated suprathermal electrons below 180 km, thus the probing wave in
question would only be negligibly affected by ionization.
Electron density time variations following HF heating are
also a possible source of error since they can produce
apparent Doppler shifts that are not attributed to bulk plasma
motion alone. However, an estimate of the plasma loss rate
at the relevant altitudes (see Appendix A) shows that electron density time variations can only create an apparent
Doppler shift that would correspond to a drift speed of
7 m/s. This is not a negligible uncertainty; however it is
much less than the plasma drift speed calculated below for
this experiment, thus still showing that the plasma above the
heated region is indeed moving upward.
[15] Figure 5 shows that during the HF heating a localized
cluster of reflections appeared at 3 centered around 12 ,
with their red color indicating a negative Doppler shift and
thus an upwardly directed average ion speed. Soon after the
heater was turned off the strong echoes from the MZ disappeared. Since the detected echoes come from the MZ, the
measured line of sight velocity corresponds to the plasma

motion along the magnetic field line. In earlier Digisonde
studies, Scali et al. [1995] had validated the Digisonde line
of site velocities by comparing collocated incoherent radar
measurements with high altitude ionosonde measurements at
Sondre Stromfjord, Greenland. It should be mentioned that
Digisonde’s skymap measurements cannot be made during
heating due to strong small-scale turbulence. To get around
this problem, during the heating schedule the heater is turned
off for a few seconds, during which time the skymap data is
acquired. This process is repeated several times throughout
the heating schedule, and the final results are averaged to
improve the accuracy of the results. It should also be noted
that nighttime skymaps are not possible because there are
too few of the necessary reflections that the Digisonde needs
in order to produce them.
[16] Figure 6 shows Doppler shifts DfD corresponding to
the skymap data (Figure 5). Such plots are called “waterfalls”; here the x-axes give the Doppler shift in Hz, where
the negative Doppler shifts correspond to upward motion.
The echo locations shown in Figure 5 were measured at
radar ranges of 250, 255, 260, …, 285 km. For each range
the echo locations are calculated separately for each Doppler
component using the phases at four spaced antennas. The
negative Dopplers at the larger ranges are arriving from
magnetic zenith. One would expect these oblique echoes to
have a slightly larger radar range (2–3%) than the vertical
echoes. Note that because of the bulk motion of the ionospheric plasma different reflection points result in different
Doppler shifts, thus explaining the Doppler spread. The
Doppler shift for the magnetic zenith echoes is centered at
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Figure 6. Doppler shift (horizontal axes) measured in Hz for a probing frequency of 3.91 MHz at altitudes of 250, 255, 260, …, 285 km.
1.0 Hz corresponding to an upward flow velocity of
Vup(altitude) = c(DfD/fp)/2, which for the above experiment
gives Vup(275 km) = c(1 Hz/3.91  106 Hz)/2 = 38 m/s.

3. Model Description
[17] Here we present a computational model of the formation of artificial ducts due to HF heating of the ionosphere. The model is based on the SAMI2 code developed
at the Naval Research Laboratory [Huba et al., 2000].
The SAMI2 model is inter-hemispheric and can simulate the
plasma along the entire dipole magnetic field line (for the
geometry of the model see Perrine et al. [2006]). We have
modified SAMI2 by introducing in the model a flexible
source of electron heating. This source of the electron heating was presented in the form of a localized heating rate per
electron
qðK=sÞ ¼ qpeak eðzz0 Þ

2

=ðDzÞ2 ðxx0 Þ2 =ðDxÞ2

e

;

where qpeak is the peak electron heating rate and is typically
given by qpeak = mP/(kBneV ). Here P is the total power of
the transmitter, ne is the electron density, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, m is the absorption efficiency (0 < m < 1), V is the
volume of the heated region, and Dz and Dx are its vertical
and North-South (N-S) horizontal half-sizes. The vertical
offset, z0, is set to the altitude of the F2 peak provided by
the HAARP Digisonde, while x0 represents N-S horizontal
offset of the heated region.
[18] The HF-irradiated spot is an ellipse having a N-S
angular half-widths Q and E-W angular half-widths 6, so
that its semi-major axis Dx = z0 tanQ and semi-minor axis

Dy = z0 tan6; Q and 6 depend on the irradiated frequency
and are obtained from the HAARP website www.haarp.
alaska.edu. Taking into account the vertical extent of the
source gives us a volume for the HF-irradiated spot given
approximately by V = (4p/3)DxDyDz. During critical
heating it is assumed that electron heating occurs in an altitude range between the wave reflection point and the upper
hybrid height, which is dominated by the anomalous
absorption (Dz ≈ 5 km).
[19] The input parameters of the model are chosen to
match the ionospheric conditions at HAARP during the
specific time of the experiment. Namely, we use the proper
Ap and F10.7 indexes in the SAMI2 model, and start/end the
heating process at the times indicated in Table 1. Often the
nominal settings of the model lead to a critical electron
density significantly different than that observed by the
HAARP Digisonde during the experiment. In such cases the
neutral oxygen density of the model is properly adjusted to
give an electron density profile that more closely matches
the observations. In addition, its nominal settings can also
lead to a significantly different topside electron density
than that observed by the overflying satellite. Simultaneously matching both of the densities mentioned above to
the corresponding observed values is not in general possible,
making it difficult to get very close to the ionospheric conditions. Depending on the ionospheric conditions, one can
take precedence over the other, and it is this that we end up
matching in the model.
[20] The code starts up from empirically determined initial
conditions 24 h before the specific heating time, and runs for
24 h of “world clock time.” This practice allows the system
to relax to ambient conditions, and reduces noise in the
system due to the initialization. After the ambient ionosphere
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Figure 7. (a) DEMTER’s measurements of the relative
perturbations of O+ density made on 21 October 2009
(connected points) along with SAMI2 model results (solid
trace). (b) Observations and modeling for 7 November 2010.
is established, artificial heating is started and continuously
pumps energy into the electrons at the specified altitude, and
the perturbations in ion and electron properties are tracked as
they travel along the field line. Then the heater switches off,
allowing the ionosphere to relax back to ambient conditions.
[21] Earlier this model was validated by comparison with
two well documented experiments. The first experiment was
conducted at the EISCAT facility and diagnosed by the
EISCAT Incoherent Scatter Radar, which measured the
vertical profiles of the electron and ion temperature between
150 and 600 km [Rietveld, et al., 2003]. The second experiment was conducted at the SURA facility, and used the
DEMETER satellite as a diagnostic tool to measure the
ion density along the overflying satellite orbit close to
the magnetic zenith of the HF heater [Frolov et al., 2008].
It was shown that the model reproduces observations with
high accuracy, which establishes it as a key tool for the study
of the artificial ionospheric modifications [Milikh et al.,
2010a].

4. Discussion
[22] Now with the experimental results and model
description presented, we move on to discussion and modeling results. Note that listed in Table 1 is the E-W width of
the half power beam (LEW) along with the distance of the
satellite’s orbit from the center of the beam (DR). For close
flyovers when DR/LEW < 1 the probability of duct detection
strongly increases along with the duct amplitude measured
Dni/ni. During our HAARP experiments, essentially every
time a satellite came close to the HAARP MZ while at the
same time there being a perceptible ionospheric F2 peak
density, ionospheric ducts were detected. For more distant
flyovers the current model should be modified, namely the
angular distribution of the HAARP beam should be properly
described outside of the half-power region as well.
[23] We now compare model results with the observations
described in Section 2. Figure 7 shows comparison of the
model results with the DEMETER nighttime and daytime
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observations of the relative O+ density ni/n0i (from here on
out we denote nO+ by ni since nO+ ≈ ni at the relevant altitudes). The values of ni/n0i measured by DEMETER along
its orbit during the nighttime on 21 October 2010 (Figure 7a)
and during the daytime on 7 November 2010 (Figure 7b) are
shown by the connected points; for both cases the “ambient”
density corresponding to DEMETER’s data was taken to be
a constant along the orbit, and equal to the average of the
density values to the left and right of the ducts. The curves
show model results computed for different Te pumping rates.
Since the HAARP beam width changes with the transmitted
frequency, we adjusted the horizontal size of the heated
region accordingly. Namely, at the F2 peak height (in this
case 220 km) the horizontal sizes for the above nighttime
and daytime experiments were estimated to be about 80 km
and 36 km, respectively. The figure indicates fair agreement
between the SAMI2 model predictions and the DEMETER
observations. Note that the observed fine structure of the
artificial ducts could be caused by large scale irregularities
induced by the HF heating which in turn form irregularities
inside the ducts when moving upward along the field line.
Such process will be included in the duct model in the
future.
[24] Figure 8 shows the DMSP measurements and results
of the SAMI2 model for the HAARP/DMSP F16 experiments conducted on 9 February 2010. In Figure 8a, the
modeled relative ion density is shown by the solid line,
while the observations are marked by points having a relative density perturbation Dni/n0i of about 8%. Figure 8b
shows the SAMI2 computation of the upward ion outflow
velocity, where the ambient velocity values have been subtracted away; the time between the chronologically numbered traces is about 2.5 min, and trace 9 represents the first
curve after heating has ended. The data point with the error
bar toward the right shows the observation of the topside ion
velocity (relative to its ambient value) made by the DMSP
F16 satellite (column 6 of Table 1). It can be seen that the
data point is quite close to the black solid trace,
corresponding to the velocity profile during DMSP’s closest
overfly of the MZ at 1754:30 UT. The modeling for the
conditions of this experiment was achieved with a heating
rate of 700 K/s.
[25] We should mention that all SAMI2 comparisons were
done assuming that the satellites’ trajectories lie in HAARP’s
magnetic plane. In fact, the satellites’ magnetic latitude
varied by 3–5 degrees during a given flyby near HAARP,
while the magnetic longitude varied by 1.5–4.5 degrees.
Thus their deviations from the magnetic plane are relatively
small. We expect the satellite observations made along their
current orbits to be qualitatively similar to observations that
would be made if their orbits were in the magnetic plane,
especially for reasonably close flybys (DR < 60 km).
[26] Properly describing the effects of the heated-region
geometry and the satellite trajectory would require a 3D
model. E  B drifts have also been neglected throughout our
modeling. We are headed toward taking as much of the
above into consideration as possible in our future work as
we shift from using SAMI2 to using SAMI3.
4.1. Calculation of Absorption Efficiencies
[27] The results shown in Figure 8 allow us to estimate the
HF wave’s absorption efficiency (m). For the 9 February
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Figure 8. Results of the SAMI2 model for the HAARP/DMSP F16 experiments conducted on 9 February
2010. (a) The modeled relative perturbation of the electron density is shown by the solid line, while the
observations are marked by points. (b) The SAMI2 computation of the upward ion outflow velocity, the
time step between the chronologically numbered traces is about 2.5 min. The data point with the error
bar shows the observation made by F16. The modeling here was achieved with a heating rate of 700 K/s.

2010 daytime experiment the HAARP 2.8 MHz pump wave
had a power density of 520 mW/m2 in the center of the
heated region, at an altitude of 200 km near the wave
reflection point, if wave absorption in the lower ionosphere
is neglected. If we consider that the anomalous heating
occurs in a 10 km thick layer near the reflection point, we
obtain that the absorbed power density inside the layer is
52 nW/m3. Based on the ionogram during the experiment,
the electron density near the reflection point was 9.7 
1010 m3. If all of the above energy could be converted
into electron heating, its heating rate could reach over 5 
104 K/s [cf. Gustavsson et al., 2001; Mishin et al., 2004].
However, according to the SAMI2 model the observed
effect can be achieved with a heating rate of 700 K/s.
Consider that the heating wave is significantly absorbed in
the D and E regions during daytime experiments. We used
an ionospheric HF heating code developed in the past
[Papadopoulos et al., 2003] to estimate roughly how many
dB of power is absorbed for our experiment. Running the
code for the experimental conditions of 9 February 2010
(daytime, fH = 2.8 MHz, ERP = 84.1 dBW, O-mode) yields
an absorbed power of about 5 dB for a quiet ionosphere and
10 dB for a normal ionosphere. Therefore the absorption
efficiency can be estimated as 4–12.6%. Note that Fallen
et al. [2011] discussed a similar HAARP/DMSP F15
experiment by using their own 1D transport model. They
found that a strong duct could be formed with only a 2.5%

absorption efficiency. There exist many reasons that could
account for the difference between this result and the results
we obtained using SAMI2. For one thing, the experiment
reported by Fallen et al. [2011] was performed during the
nighttime, while our experiment was during the daytime.
On the other hand, the SAMI2 model includes ion inertia,
while the SCIM model used in Fallen et al. [2011] uses a
hydrostatic approximation in its equation of motion and thus
neglects the ion inertia. In any case, there are significant
uncertainties associated with any heating rate estimates based
on satellite measurements of topside density enhancements,
and a close examination of the differences between heating
rates of different experiments, especially ones modeled differently, is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.2. Daytime Versus Nighttime Ducts
[28] As is shown in Table 1, and discussed earlier in
the paper, the daytime ducts are of smaller relative amplitude and narrower than the nighttime ducts as observed by
DEMETER. In fact, the width of nighttime ducts reaches
200 km in the N-S direction versus 70–80 km of the daytime ducts. The density perturbation in the nighttime ducts
reaches 20–40%, while the daytime ducts are weaker
than 15%.
[29] Figure 9 shows the density distribution of artificial
ducts at an altitude of 670 km computed by the SAMI2
model for the quiet ionospheric conditions of October 2009.
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the satellite observations. The ducts seem to be produced
most efficiently for heating frequencies quite close to the
critical frequency foF2.

Appendix A: Plasma Loss Rate Estimate

Figure 9. Electron density inside of a duct computed by
the SAMI2 model for the quiet ionospheric conditions of
October 2009. Trace 1 and trace 2 were computed for the
nighttime and daytime condition, respectively, and show that
an observational threshold (flat line) can give an appearance
of significantly different widths.
The upper (trace 1) and bottom (trace 2) curves were computed for the nighttime and daytime condition, respectively.
The absorption of the heating HF wave by the Dregion of the ionosphere was estimated as 3 dB, thus the
daytime pumping rate was reduced by 3 dB with respect
to the nighttime conditions. This in turn produced a
corresponding reduction of the duct amplitude. Moreover,
the horizontal line in this figure represents an observational
threshold of about 2%, i.e., an assumption that artificial
density perturbations of Dni/ni < 2% cannot be distinguished
from the ionospheric noise. Note that the observational
threshold depends upon the ionospheric conditions, and
the specific value of 2% is used only for illustration purpose.
The observational threshold cuts off the undetectable part of
the duct, and thus defines the duct’s width; in fact the nighttime
duct in Figure 8 is 1.5 times broader than the daytime duct.
[30] As was noted in the introduction of this section, a
higher frequency pump wave is required during daytime
conditions than during nighttime, sometimes by as much as a
factor of 2, thus reducing the size of the daytime heated
region. This, in addition to the threshold of detection mentioned above, gives a satisfactory explanation of why daytime ionospheric ducts are observed to be narrower than that
of nighttime.

[32] The measurement of bulk plasma drifts using a
Digisonde relies on the Doppler shifts of probing waves
reflecting off of small scale irregularities in the bulk plasma.
However, Doppler shifts of a probing wave can in addition
be attributed to plasma loss rates; here we estimate the role
played by the time variation of the electron density following HF heating. HF heating produces strong Langmuir type
plasma turbulence near the HF reflection point. The vertical
extent of the perturbed layer, Dz (not to be confused with
the vertical extent of anomalous heating in Section 3), is
approximately 1 km for the HAARP conditions [Milikh et al.,
2011b]. The perturbed layer will decay due to electron-ion
recombination, thus producing a Doppler shift of the original
probing wave. This Doppler shift will manifest itself as a
plasma drift with velocity Vd.
[33] If we take the perturbed density in the perturbed layer
to be dne and take the recombination time to be t rec, then the
drift velocity can be estimated as follows:
dðdne Þ dðdne Þ dz dðdne Þ
¼
¼
Vd
dt
dz dt
dz


dðdne Þ
dne
dz
1
Dz

⇒ Vd  dne
¼
;
dt
dðdne Þ t rec
t rec
t rec

dz
is recognized as being the
dðdne Þ
vertical extent of the perturbed layer, Dz. The negative
sign in the expression for the drift velocity indicates that the
drift is upward. The recombination time [Schunk and Nagy,
2000] is given by

where the quantity dne

t rec ¼

;

where aeff
ei is the effective recombination rate, which is
dominated by dissociative recombination of NO+ and O+2
ions. Thus, we can express the effective recombination
rate as
þ

NO
aeff
ei ¼ aei

nNOþ
Oþ nOþ
þ aei2 2 ;
ne
ne

where nNO+/ne and nO2+/ne are the fractions of the respective
ions. The expression for the drift speed can now be written
as

5. Conclusions
[31] Artificial ducts in the topside ionosphere over HAARP
have been detected on a regular basis by the DEMETER
and DMSP satellites during four HAARP/BRIOCHE campaigns in 2009 and 2010. Overall, the plasma density
enhancements detected between 0930 and 1230 LT varied
from 3%–13%, while those during 1730–2215 LT were
typically 15–40%. The duct magnitudes and widths provided by the modified SAMI2 model agree fairly well with

1
2aeff
ei ne



þ
Oþ
2
:
Vd ≈ 2Dz aNO
ei nNOþ þ aei nOþ
2

The dissociative recombination rates (as a function
of
+
O2+
electron Temperature) of the individual ions (aNO
ei , aei )
are taken from [Schunk and Nagy, 2000, Table 8.5].
[34] What remains is to input the relevant ionospheric
profiles in order to calculate the upward ion drift. This
is achieved by inputting the date of the experiment into
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Figure A1. Estimate of drift speed that would be observed
due to an apparent Doppler shift of a probing wave caused
by time variations of electron density following HF heating.
NASA’s IRI model and insisting that the foF2 matches the
Digisonde observations during the experiment (4 MHz).
Note that the irregularities that reflected the probing radio
waves were between 250 km and 285 km (see Figure 6),
while the azimuthal angle of the reflected probing waves
was between 0 and 20 degrees. Therefore the reflection
height of the probing radio wave ranges between 235 and
285 km. The computed drift speed profile for the above
range is shown in Figure A1. It can be seen that for the
experiment under interest the drift velocity due to the decay
of plasma turbulence is under 7 m/s, and could be considered as an inaccuracy when compared to the observed
drift speed of 38 m/s.
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